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Steven W. Bruneman, J.D.
Steve is an expert in divorce law and
has represented divorce clients for the
majority of his legal career dating back
to 1981. He is a Board Certified Family
Law Specialist, certified by the Texas
Board of Legal Specialization and is AV
rated by Martindale-Hubbell. He has
been designated a Texas Super Lawyer
by Law&Politics Magazine as voted
by his peers and published in Texas
Monthly Magazine for six consecutive
years. Steve is a named partner in
his current law firm and is an active
trial lawyer in Dallas and surrounding
counties.

Protect your most valuable asset, your family, by educating yourself and your spouse. Reading and understanding the concepts revealed in The Marriage Gamble
is the first and most important step towards attaining
your Bachelor’s degree in Relationship Education.
Relationship education is the key to gaining the
strength and skills required to weather all storms;
preparing yourself for the future, and impacting your
marriage in positive ways.

The

Marriage
Gamble

Improve
Your Odds of
Winning the
Biggest Bet
of Your Life!

Steven Bruneman, J.D.

Steve has developed a passion for
helping people build strong marriages.
A dynamic speaker and communicator,
he brings invaluable insight with his
straightforward and fun loving approach to the topic of relationship education. With his natural ability to connect and engage the audience, Steve
delivers an educational, inspirational,
and motivational message that arms
his audiences with knowledge and
techniques designed to improve their
relationships and themselves, and he
has now reduced his message and passion to writing in The Marriage Gamble.

Divorce can happen to you, and if you don’t agree,
think again. What are you deliberatively doing within
your marriage to beat the divorce odds? If your answer
is, “I don’t know” or “nothing,” then you’ve come to the
right place. Divorce can hit anyone at anytime, and
The Marriage Gamble explains why it occurs and how
to avoid it. If this sounds dramatic, then that’s a good
start, for the goal is to make believers out of skeptics.
Believers take action while skeptics live with their
heads in the sand, remaining forever vulnerable to approaching storms.

The MARRIAGE GAMBLE

We have been living in the midst of a divorce epidemic
for over forty years, with no end in sight. This epidemic
is a tidal wave, destroying half of all marriages within
its path. What’s our plan for stopping this destruction?
Can this massive wave be reduced to a mere ripple
across the water?

Eye-opening insight into marriage
and preventing divorce from
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